
Running Strengthening Program

First of all, with any kind of injury or chronic pain, you should first go to a
Doctor or physio and have it checked out. Always follow the advice of
your doctor/physio. I always advise that you see someone who knows
about running or better still is a runner. They always understand your
injury and how you think better.

However, the best remedy for injuries is to prevent them. I can not stress
this enough. Strength training is one way that can really help distance
runners avoid injury. This is poorly understood by most. Well known
circuit type programs involving high repetitions and low weights is
probably not the best type of program to help the distance runner avoid
injury. We are all tight for time, so it is very important that anything we
add on top of the running training that you are already doing, is specific to
your needs and time friendly.

So what is the best type of strength program for the distance runner?

Distance running is a very repetitive thing to do and the forces that you
need to absorb each time your foot hits the ground (approx 3 x your body
weight) are extreme. To absorb these forces appropriately you need to be
very stable through your core and not collapse each time your foot hits
the ground.

Most distance runners think they have a reasonable core but in reality
most don’t and improving this is one of the best ways of decreasing the
risk of injury.



In the programs I use (example below) I tend to use exercises that use
many multiple parts/ joints. This tends to result in a quicker program and
is more specific to running where we are using multiple muscles and
joints at once.

Try to complete at a minimum two strength sessions per week (3 is even
better)

Regularly change the exercises you are doing to keep mentally stimulated
and to ensure that strength gains continue (athletes can quickly plateau if
they just stick to the same exercises month after month).
Stretching and strengthening exercises help to correct imbalances which
can develop among different muscle groups. These imbalances if not
corrected will lead to undue stress on particular areas of the body which
may lead to an injury. For example, weak gluteal muscles can lead to an
ITB injury. Weak shin muscles combined with tight calf muscles can lead
to shin splints or a worse, a stress fracture. Many injuries are due to
weakness on "one" side of a joint. If that weak muscle is fighting a tight
muscle on the opposite side, fatigue sets in more quickly. This leads to
poor biomechanics which compromises joint integrity, often times
resulting in an injury.

Remember that strengthening is reserved for healthy muscles. If you are
experiencing pain or functional problems you may need to go through a
rehabilitative process, which may include rest and/or treatment of the
injured tissue followed by movement and stretching, before the
strengthening should be started.



Plank: A good exercise for abdominal strength and also your quads and
hamstring and gluts (especially if you take one leg off the ground. Try to
hold for 1 minute alternating one leg off the ground for 10 secs

Dead Bug: Start lying on your back with both feet in the air and hips bent
to 90 degrees. Slowly lower one leg down as in the picture until you feel
your back want to arch off the ground. Then return to starting position
and swap legs. The idea is to not let your back posture change. Great for
abdominals / core



Single-Leg Balance Drill: Start by balancing on your right leg with your
knee slightly bent and your left leg extended behind you. Bring your left
knee forward and up while at the same time bringing your right arm
forward and your left arm back. (Like a running motion)
For added difficulty when you bring your left knee through push up on to
the toes of your right leg.

Four Point kneeling: Kneel on all fours so that your back is flat and then
lift alternate arm and leg out straight so that you are balancing on only
one hand and leg. The idea is to not let your trunk rotate and keep back
flat in the same position. This could be made harder by bending the leg of
the support leg so that only the knee is on the ground.



Walking Lunges
Start with your feet together. Move your left leg and right arm straight
ahead. Do
not bend your left knee past 90 degrees. (Keep your knee directly above
your ankle). Do not touch your right knee onto the ground. Step through
with your right foot. Continue one step at a time across a room taking
approx 6 steps on each leg. Make this harder by holding weights. This
exercise is very good for hamstring and groin strength.

Dumbell Running
Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Knees slightly bent and bracing at
your stomach. Hold u dumbbell that you could comfortably lift many
times. Swing arms back and forward in running action while continuing to
brace your tummy. Count 30 swings on each arm.



Side Plank: Balance on a forearm and the side of a foot. Hold for 30 secs.
You can increase the load on this exercise by putting the support foot on a
small step and then lifting a leg. Alternatively you could straighten the
support arm and then rotate your other arm through

Full Squat: Have feet shoulder width apart. Keep knees over the top of
your feet as you squat down. Lead back with your back side. Keep feet flat
on the floor but you should be able to feel that your weight is taken
through your heels. You can load this exercise by using a medicine ball
and lift it above your head as you come up from the squat and lowering it
down with straight arms as you squat. Great for quad and glut strength.
This exercise can be stressful on some peoples knees so stop if your knees
are irritated.



Ball work: Keep body solid like a plank. Try to hold ball still and then pull
knees in to your chest before straightening them out to the starting
position. From this position you could also do some push ups with the aim
of keeping the ball still as you did them.


